Inquiry into Regional development and a global Sydney.
Post-hearing responses.
Hunter Business Chamber
Questions on Notice
The Hon. JOHN GRAHAM: I would like some more detail on a couple of your last comments.
Firstly, about the airport, you mentioned a Queensland Government guarantee that might be relevant. Could you
give us a little more detail on how that has worked in Queensland?
The Queensland government provide funding guarantees as well as a funded Connecting
with Asia strategy which allows stakeholders in the tourism sector including airports to
expand services based on direct and indirect financial support.
Two articles below refer to these initiatives which were boosted in the recent Queensland
State budget for 2017/18. The hard copy of the articles are in Attachment 1.
http://statements.qld.gov.au/Statement/2017/6/13/state-budget-delivers-continuedsupport-for-queenslands-tourism-industry
http://statements.qld.gov.au/Statement/2017/6/16/more-flights-more-tourists-morejobs-for-queensland
-------------------------------------Mr HAWES: The Hunter Business Chamber is the regional chamber for the Hunter region. There are
30 or so local chambers in the region. We did a survey of those chambers in the last month, and the second or
the two top qualifying issues were the digital economy and the NBN rollout. What we understand from our
research is that in some areas the Hunter has been extremely slow. There is certainly interest in having this
connectivity and this new form of communication built in, but it is not happening fast enough. The other thing is
that there is a learning curve for communities about the NBN—the cost and all those things so far as businesses
are concerned.
Mr HAWES: If you are interested, we went through rank, priority, advocacy and policy or project
issues that those regional chambers thought of, and there is a mix of them across the Hunter. I will give you the
feedback of those if it is of any use.
The Hon. PAUL GREEN: That would be useful.
The outcomes of the survey in summary form are contained in Attachment 2.

---------------------------------------The Chair had also noted Mr Hawes reference to written script during the Opening
Statement and asked if these could be submitted for reference. The notes are in
Attachment 3

Attachment 2
4. Comments on the HBC List
a.
b.
c.

Co-existence with mining together with site rehabilitation
Decentralisation of industries – providing opportunity and encouraging migration
Council restriction on development and utilisation of large land banks – sell to
companies from Sydney that will invest and build employee numbers
Marketing, promotion and coordination of a Regional Plan - where do we want to
be; where are we headed; getting people to talk to each other.

d.

5. What you would like to add to the regional and subregional list
a. Employment opportunity including youth
b. Public transport planning and expansion including buses, light rail and region
blank spots.
c. Glendale interchange
d. Manufacturing industry sustainability
e. Telecommunications (in addition to NBN)
f. Seniors Living services and facilities
g. Council S94 funds expenditure
h. Coordination and collaboration across the region
i. Resolving land use conflicts
j. Regional marketing
k. Regional share of mining royalties

6. Local and District Issues -12 months
6.1 Operational
a.
b.
c.
d.

Local chamber funding
LCC Membership and engagement
Coordination and communication (across Chambers)
Chambers and Council working together

6.2 Projects and Policy
a. Industry expansion (airport and environs)
b. ‘Economic development’ – tourism; creating new employment; urban renewal
c. Branxton main street; Scone CBD and by pass; Lovedale signage;
7. Local Issues – 3 years
7.1 Operational
a. BIA model for Chambers
7.2 Projects and Policy
a. Regional Planning
b. Conference Facility Nelson Bay (Visitor Economy)
c. Urban infrastructure (paths, cycleways, parklands)
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d. Urban renewal; Scone main street development; other transport and road
upgrades to key towns.
e. Level of local rates; attracting government services back to towns;
8. Issues preventing delivery – 12 months
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Access to information
Council lack of vision; funding; interest
Local Chamber myopathy
Lack of broader funding – state and feds
Resourcing
Lack of an agreed plan
Lack of business confidence
Lack of LCC resources to lobby for grants; lack of political transparency
Lack of external interest (Kurri Kurri)
Chamber committee commitment and drive
Lack of time and meaningful engagement

9. Issues preventing delivery – 3 years
a. Ibid: Councils, LCC funding, resources.
b. Lack of agreed vision.
c. Busting the Sydney centric mentality in infrastructure provision and employment
growth.
d. Collaboration and development of a masterplan
e. Membership growth and engagement
10. Other Comments
a.
b.
c.
d.

Lack of ability to influence government
Chamber movement needs to do more to support small business
Cut the red tape!
Vision for stronger connection and representation between chambers and within
the network – getting the local and regional perspective.
e. Need for agreement by Chambers to advocacy issues
f. Small business don’t understand value of chamber membership
g. Need for broader input into developing advocacy issues including people from
outside the region and mining industry.
h. Gaining traction and support from Council on major projects and business
interests is difficult.
i. Coalesce and coordinate the interests of Chambers, government and private
sector to define goals for our region.

